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Abstract 
Du, Q., On o-polynomials and a class of chromatically unique graphs, Discrete Mathematics 115 
(1993) 153-165. 
Let cr(G)=C:,,aicr ‘-’ be the u-polynomial of a graph G. We ask the question: When k and a, are 
given, what is the largest possible value of ai(O < i < k) for any graph G? In this paper, this question is 
answered and the extremal graphs are characterized. So, the results in [3,6] are generalized. 
1. Introduction 
We consider simple graphs only. All undefined notation and terminology can be 
found in Bondy and Murty [l]. Let V(G) and E(G) be the vertex set and the edge set of 
graph G, and let v(G) and E(G) be their cardinalities, respectively. As usual, dG(u) and 
NG(u) represent he degree and the neighbourhood of vertex v, and x(G) denotes the 
vertex chromatic number of G. Let K(G)=v(G)-x(G). We use Ci(G) to denote 
the number of distinct ways of partitioning V(G) into i colour classes. [x] denotes the 
largest integer less than or equal to x, and {x} = - [-xl. 
S,(m 2 1) represents the star with m edges and G” denotes the complement of graph 
G. We use G,(m, k) (m > k) to denote the graph G satisfying the following conditions: 
v(G)=n, &(GC)=m, and the edge subgraph of G’ (namely, the graph obtained by 
deleting the isolated vertices of G”) is the union of k disjoint stars such that each of 
them is isomorphic to either SLmikl or Slmik). Evidently, n 2 m + k and K(G,(m, k)) = k. 
The o-polynomial a(G) of a graph G was introduced by Korfhage [3]. Let (A), = 1 
and (n)i=E,(i-1)*..(2-i+ 1) (i> l), and let F’(G,A)=C:=oai(A),_i (n=v(G), k=K(G)) 
be the chromatic polynomial of G. Then a(G) can be defined as o(G) = CT= 0 Ui akmi. It is 
known that Ui>O (i=O, . . . . k), aO=l and aI=&( 
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Let cr2 +aa+b be a a-polynomial. Korfhage conjectured that b<$(a2 - 5a+ 12) 
[3]. This conjecture was proved by Dhurandhar [6]. Shao-Ji Xu [7] obtained an even 
better result (Theorem 1.1). 
Theorem 1.1 (Xu [7]). Let a2 + aa + b be a a-polynomial; then b < d/4. 
For the general case, Korfhage [3] proved the following result. 
Theorem 1.2 (Korfhage [3]). Let a(G) = CF= O aibkwi be the o-polynomial of G; then 
(1) UiQ , i=O,l,..., k. 
(2) ga,-i . 
Let i and k be nonnegative integers. The ith elementary symmetric functions 
Si(X1, x2, . . . , Xk) of (x1, x2, . . . , xk) are defined as follows: 
Si(x1,X2, ...> Xk)= c Xj,Xj,... Xji if l<i<k. 
l<jl<j2<...<jibk 
Si(x1,X2, ...> Xk)=o if i>k. 
If i=o, set si(x1, . . . . &)=I. 
Let m be a nonnegative integer. If CT= 1 Xi = m, where x = {m/k} or [m/k], i = 1, . . . , k, 
then in short denote Si(x1, x2, . . . , xk)bySi(m,k).If~~=,Xi=m,Xl=X2=...=Xk,then 
denote Si(X1, X2, . ..) Xk) by S*(m, k). 
We generalize Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and obtain Theorem 3.1 as a result. There are 
two corollaries to this theorem (Corollaries 3.10 and 3.11). Theorem 1.1 is a special 
case of Corollary 3.10 for k = 2. 
2. Elementary symmetric functions 
In this section we give a number of properties about elementary symmetric fun- 
ctions which are essential for the proofs of our theorems in Section 3. In what follows, 
ml,m2, . . . . mk and m are always nonnegative integers. 
Propositions 1 and 2 are trivial. 
Proposition 2.1. (1) Si(Vl,, . . . , mk)=Si(m~,...,mk-l)+Si-,(m~,..., ??$-I) (?&al, 
1 <i<k). 
(2) Si(m,k)=Si(m-l,k)+Si_l(m-{y),k-l)(mal, l<i<k). 
(3) If k>m, then Si(m, k)=Si(m, m). 
Proposition 2.2. (1) Zf m’ B m, then Si(m’, k) > Si(m, k). 
(2) Let m’ > k, 1~ i < k. If m' > m, then Si(m’, k) > Si(m, k). 
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Proposition 2.3. (1) If k’ 3 k, then Si(m, k’) >, Si(m, k). 
(2) Let m >/ k + 1, 2 < i < k. Zf k’ > k, then Si(my k’) > Si(mv k). 
Proof (by induction on m). (1) One only needs to show that 
Si(m, k + 1) > Si(m, k). (1) 
When m = 0, we have Si(O, k + 1) > Si(O, k) for all i > 0, k > 0; hence, (1) holds. Suppose 
that (1) is true for any m’, 0 dm’ < m. When i = 0, (1) holds trivially. Assume i 2 1; then, 
by Proposition 2.1, 
and 
Si(m, k + 1) = Si(m- 1, k + 1) + Si- 1 
Si(m,k)=Si(m-l,k)+Si_l m- ; ( i”), k-l). 
By the induction hypothesis and Proposition 2.2, 
Si(m-l,k+l)>Si(m-1,k) 
and 
1 > ,k-1 . 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Therefore, Si(m, k + 1) > Si(m, k). 
(2) Suppose m = k + 1. Note that 
Si(k+l,k+l)=(k~1)=2(~~~)+(kJ1)+(~I~) 
and 
S(k+l,k)=2(;;;)+(k;1). 
Since 2 <i < k and (!I:) > 1, Si(k + 1, k + 1) > Si(k -t- 1, k). Therefore, the proposition is 
true. 
Suppose that the proposition holds for m’ = m- 1 (assume m> k + 2). By (2), (3) 
and (S), we have 
Si(m, k+ 1)-Si(m, k)aSi(m- 1, k+ 1)-Si(m- 1, k). 
As m- 12 k+ 1, by the induction hypothesis, Si(m- 1, k+ l)> Si(m- 1, k). Therefore, 
Si (m, k + 1) > Si (m, k). Hence, in case of k’ > k, Si (m, k’) > Si (m, k + 1) > Si(m, k). Cl 
Proposition 2.4. Let m > 0, 2 < i < k; then SF (m, k - 1) < ST (m, k). 
Proof. When i = k, then 
0 
k 
$(m,k-l)=O and $(m,k)= t ; 
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so, the proposition is true. When 2 d i < k - 1, then 
Sf(m,k-l)=(kll)(&)i and $(m,k)=(~)(~~. 
We only need to show that 
Since m > 0, (6) is equivalent o 
l-i< 1-l 
7 )i 
. 
Now we show (7) by way of induction. When i = 2, (7) clearly holds. Suppose that (7) is 
true when i’= i- 1 (i’> 2). 
By induction, 
Thus, one only needs to show that 
This is obviously true when i>2. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let m > 0, I:= 1 xi = m, 0 d xi < m and 2 Q i < k; then the maximum of 
si(x 1, . . . . xk) is attained if and only if x1 =x2 = ... = xk = m/k. 
Proof. Let D={(xr, . . . . Xk)lO<Xi<T?l, i=l, . . . . k}. We prove the proposition by way 
of induction on k. 
When k= 2, we have x1 +x2 = m, and x1x2 attains its maximum if and only if 
x1 =x2. Hence, the proposition holds. 
Suppose the proposition is true for k’ = k - 1. 
Let (x1, . . . . xk) be an inner point of D. Note that Si(Xr, . . . , Xk)=Si(Xz, . . . , xk)+ 
Si-1(x2, ...3 xk)xl, by the method of Lagrange multiplier. Let 
Fi(xl, ...2 xk)=Si(xl, . . ..x~)-.l(xl+...+xk-m); 
then 
~=si-&, .. . . xk)-2, . . . . 
1 
i?Fi 
~=si-&, . . ..xk-1)-A. 
k 
Let dFilaxj=O, j=l, . . . . k; we have 
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and 
Si-1(x3, ...t Xk)+Si-2(Xs, *.a) Xk)XzzSi-1(X3. ...y Xk)+Si-2(X3, ...) Xk)xl. 
Since(x,, . . . . xk)isaninnerpointofD,O<Xi<m,i=l ,..., k,andSi-2(X3 )..., X,)>O, 
x1 =x2. 
Analogously, we have x1 = x2 = . . . = xk = m/k; so, (m/k, . . . , m/k) is the only stable 
point Of Si(X1, . . . . Xk) in the interior of D. 
Let (x1, . . . . xk) be a boundary point of D. Then there exists i such that Xi = 0 or m. 
Without loss of generality, assume i= 1. 
When x1 =m, then x2 = ... =x,=0. Evidently, Si(m, 0, . . . , O)<S*(m, k), (2<i<k). 
Whenx,=O,&(O,X, )..., Xk)=Si(Xz )..., Xk); by induction, Si(Xz t..., x,)bS*(m,k-l), 
and by Proposition 2.4, $(m, k- 1) <S*(m, k). Therefore, Si(Xr, . . . , xk)<S*(m, k) 
(2<id k). Hence, the maximum of Si(X1, . . . , xk) is attained if and only if 
x1 =x2 = ... = xk = m/k, and this maximum is Sr (m, k). q 
3. Results 
Theorem 3.1. Let o(G)=xf=oaiak-i be the o-polynomial of G and v(G)=n. Then 
ai<Si(a,,k), i=O, . . . . k, and the equality holds for some i, 2<id k, if and only if 
GrG,(a,,k). 
Proof. Let e=vlvz&(G), and let N,(e)={vJuEV(G); u is adjacent to u1 or u2 in G, 
v#uI,u2}. Denote dG(e)=(N,(e)l. 
For eeE(G”), let HI = G + e and Hz = G 0 e denote the graphs obtained by adding 
e to G, and by identifying the two endvertices of e in G, respectively. For brevity, the 
latter operation is called ‘contraction’ of e. 
Lemma 3.2. Let a(G)=Cfzoaia k-i be the a-polynomial of G and v(G)=n. Then 
(1) ai=C,-i(G), for O<i<k, 
(2) Ci(G)=Ci(H1)+Ci(H,), for x(G)didv(G). 
Lemma 3.2 can be easily proved from the definitions of chromatic polynomial and 
a-polynomial; for details, see [2, Section 91. 
For e= v,vz~E(Gc), let H = G o e, and v* denotes the vertex in H which is obtained 
by contracting e; the other vertices of H are the corresponding vertices of G. We define 
a mapping @ as follows: @ maps E(H”) into E(G”). For w = u1 u2 EE(H’) (without loss 
of generality, assume u1 #v*), define 
@(w)= 
i 
ulul if u2 = v*, 
UlUZ 
if u fv*, 
2 
Note that if ~,v*EE(H”), then both ulul and ulz12 are in E(G”). 
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Lemma 3.3 Let G 0 e= H; @ is the mapping dejined above, weE(H”). Then 
(1) s(H’) = e(GC) - (d&e) + l), 
(2) dGq@(W))24&). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. (1) For any edge w = u1u2~E(GC), distinguish the following 
cases. 
Case 1: w=e. It is obvious that after contracting e, w no longer exists in H”. 
Case 2: w is disjointfrom e. Since contracting e has no effect on w, w is in G” as well 
as in H’. 
Case 3: w#e but w is adjacent to e. Suppose that u2 coincides with vi or v2. We 
further distinguish the following subcases. 
Case 3.1: Both u1 o1 and u1 v2 are in G”. After contracting e, u1 vl and u1 v2 amalga- 
mate into one single edge ulv* in H”. 
Case 3.2: Only one of ulvl and u1v2 is in G” (this edge is w). In this case, after 
contracting e, uiv* is not in H”. 
By the above observations, it is clear that ~(H~)=e(G~)-(dc~(e)+ 1). 
(2) For any edge w = a1 u2 E E(H”), distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1: v*$N,&w), v* # ul, u2. In this case, contracting e has no effect on w and its 
neighbors; hence, d&@(w)) = d&w). 
Case 2: v*~iV~~(w). Note that in this case, @(w)=ulu2, both v1 and v2 are in 
NGE(@(w)), and contracting e has no effect on other neighbours of w in H’. Thus, 
NHC(W)\(v*)=NGE(~(W))-{ vl, v2) and, so, doc(@(w))=d,c(w)+ 1 ad,=(w). 
Case 3: v* = u1 or u2. Suppose v* = u2, w=qv*. Let u~N~~(v*), u#ui. Note that 
u is adjacent to both vi and v2 in G’; so, UEN~~(V~). Let u~N&q), u#v*; then 
~~~f_al) and ufu1. Therefore, NHc(W)=(NHc(V*)uNHC(U1))\ {r*> Ui> 
c(NG+1)uNG&))\ { vl, al} =N&O(w)). Hence, dcc(@(w))>dnc(w). 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a graph, v(G)=n, e(GC)=m and K(G)= k. Then there exists 
eEE(G”) such that doc(e)2 {m/k} - 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. (by induction on K(G)). When K(G)= 1, the edge subgraph of 
G” is isomorphic to S,(m > 1); so, dGc(G) = m - 1 for any eEE(G”). Hence, Theorem 3.4 
is true. 
Suppose Theorem 3.4 holds for any graph H satisfying K(H)< k. Consider the 
graph G described in the theorem. If for G the theorem is not true, then 
dac(e)<{m/k}-1 f or any eeE(GC). Fix eeE(G”) and consider H = G 0 e. We have 
v(H)=v(G)-1, x(H)>x(G) and K(H)=v(H)-x(H)<K(G)-l<k. By Lemma 2.6, 
e(HC) = m -(da<(e) + 1). By induction, there exists e’E E(H”) such that 
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As d,=(e)+ 1 <{m/k}, 
m-&=(4+1) 
k-l 
Let w=@(e’)cE(G”); by Lemma 3.3, dGC(w)>dHc(e’)>{m/k}- 1, contrary to the 
assumption. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a graph, v(G)=n and &(G’)=m. Then K(G)<E(G~), and the 
equality holds if and only if G 2 G,(m, m). 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let (C,, Cz, . . . , Cxcc)) be a colour partition of V(G). Let Gc(Ci) 
denote the induced subgraph of Ci in G’; then G’(Ci) is a complete graph. Obviously, 
there are at least 1 Ci I- 1 edges in G”(Ci). Since Ctly 1 Ci ) = v(G), 
x(G) x(G) 
K(G)=v(G)-x(G)= C (ICJ-l)< C s(GC(Ci))<s(GC), 
i=l i=l 
and the equality holds if and only if all of the edges in G” are in U t$) E(G”(Ci)), and 
there are m of Ci satisfying I Ci ) = 2, and the remainder satisfying I Ci I = 1 (1~ i < x(G)). 
Hence, G r G,(m, m). 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let eEE(G”), H1=G+e, H,=Goe, v(G)=n, K(G)=k and c(G’)=m. If 
H,rG,(m-l,k) and E(H;)=m- 
then G z G,(m, k). 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. By the definition of G,(m- 1, k), we have ma k + 1. Let 
m - 1 = dk + r, 0 < Y < k. Then the edge subgraph S of the complement of G,(m - 1, k) is 
the union of k disjoint stars. S consists of r components of SIC,,_ iIlk and k-r 
components of St(,_ l)lkl. Also note that 
We have 
m-l 
&(HY)--(Hi)= 7 21, 
[ 1 
Hz=(H1-e)oe, 
K(G)>K(H,)+ 1. 
Denote e=v1v2 and distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1: v1,v2#V(S). In this case, dH,(v1)=dH1(v2)=n-1, and we have 
s(H;)=&(((Hi-e)oe)“)=s(HC,), 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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contradicting 
m-l 
e(fq-E(H;)= k 21. 
[ 1 
Case 2: ul, v2 E V(S). Let Gi(i= 1,2) be two components of S. 
Case 2.1: r1 E V(G,), USE V(G,). 
(1) At least one ofvl and u2 is the centre ofG, or G2 (see Figs. 1 and 2). In this case, 
((Hi -e) o e)c =Hq has at least [(m- 1)/k] + 1 edges less than H”, , contradicting (9). 
(2) None of v1 and v2 is the centre of G1 or G2 (see Fig. 3). In this case 
HS =(H, -e) 0 e)c has two edges less than H’,; so, by (9), [(m - 1)/k] = 2. The edge 
subgraph of Hg is the union of k disjoint stars. So, x(H2)= x(H,)- 1 and 
K(H,)=K(H,)=K(G), contradicting (3). 
Case2.2: v1,u,~V(G1)(seeFig.4).Nowa(G1)>2,H~=((H1-e)oe)C hasoneedge 
less than Hf , and the edge subgraph of Hi is the union of k disjoint stars. Therefore, 
x(H~)=x(H~)- 1 and K(H,)=K(Hi)=K(G), contradicting (3). 
G, G2 
Fig. 1 
e 
n 0 
"1 v 2 
G2 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
Case 3: u1 E V(S), u2$ V(S) and u1 E V(G,). 
Case 3.1: Let u1 not be the centre of G, (see Fig. 5). Now we have 4G1)>2. 
Note that H”, = ((H, -e) 0 e)c has one edge less than HT, and the edge subgraph of 
H is the union of k disjoint stars. Therefore, we have x(H2)=~(HI)- 1 and 
K(H,)=K(H,)=K(G); this contradicts (3). 
Case 3.2: Let v1 be the centre of G1. If GI~Src,_l),kl, then G1zS~(,_l),k)= 
St@- l)/kl+l, H”, = ((H 1 - e) o e)c has [(m - 1)/k] + 1 edges less than Hf ; this contradicts 
(1). By the observations above, the only possibility is the Case 3.2 and G1 f S,,,_ I),k], 
Hence, G=H,-erG,(m,k). 0 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that the edge subgraph of G” is the union of k disjoint stars 
S m,, . . . , S,, and v(G)=% then the chromatic polynomial of G is 
P(G,rl)= 2 Si(ml, ..., m,)(A),-i 
i=O 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. (by induction on e(G’)). When &(G’)=O, we have P(G, A) =(A), 
and So= 1; so, the lemma is true. Suppose that the lemma holds for any graph 
H satisfying e(Hc)<e(GC); consider the graph G characterized in this lemma. Choose 
an edge e in S,,; let H1=G+e and H2=Goe. Then P(G,A)=P(H1,A)+P(H2,A). 
When mk>2, the edge subgraph of H”, is the union of k disjoint stars 
Sm1Sm2 . ..Y S,,_,. By the induction hypothesis, 
P(H,,A)= 1 Si(ml, . . ..mk-I)(A).-i. 
i=O 
When mk= 1, the edge subgraph of H”, is the union of k- 1 disjoint stars 
S m,, . . . . S m*_ 1. By the induction hypothesis, 
k-l 
P(Hl,i)= C Si(ml, ...,mk-l)(A)n-i 
i=O 
mk_l,O)(A),-i= i Si(Wll, ...,mk-l)(a)n-i. 
i=O 
Note that the edge subgraph of HE is the union of k - 1 disjoint stars S1, . . . , S,,_ 1. 
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By the induction hypothesis, 
k-l 
P(H2,1)= 1 Si(ml, ...f mk-l)(~)(n-l)-i= i Si-l(ml, ...) mk-l)(n)n-i. 
i=O i=l 
Consequently, by Proposition 2.1, 
P(G, 4 = wfl, 4 + pw*, 4 
=t~osi(ml, ...7 mk-l)(A)n-i+ 5 Si-l(ml, ...> mk-1)(2),-i 
i=l 
=isoSi(ml? ...,mk)(/Z)n-i. q 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 3.7, we obtain the following result. 
Lemma 3.8. P(G,(m, k), A)=C:,, Si(m, k)(A),-; and a(G,(m, k))=Cf=o Si(mv k)ak-‘. 
Theorem 3.9 Let &(GC)=m, K(G)= k and v(G)=n. Then 
(1) C,-i(G)<Si(m,k), i=O, . . . . k, and 
(2) the necessary and sufJicient condition such that C,-i(G)=Si(m, k) for some i, 
2<i<k, is GgG,,(m,k). 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. (by induction on &(GC)). According to Theorem 3.5, we have 
m > k; when m = k, G z G,(m, m). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8, C,_,(G) = Si(m, m); SO, the 
theorem holds. 
Suppose that the theorem is true for any graph H satisfying E(W) cm; consider the 
graph G described in the theorem and assume m > k + 1. By Theorem 3.4, there exists 
eEE(G’) such that d,.(e)>{m/k}-1. Let H1=G+e, Hz=Goe. Then v(H1)=n, 
s(H”,)=m-1 and v(H,)=n-1. By Lemma 3.3, 
E(H;)=m-(d,.(e)+ l)<m- t dm- 1. 
11 
By Lemma 3.2, 
By the induction hypothesis, 
cn-i(Hl)dSi(E(HE), K(Hl)) 
and 
c,-i(H2)=C,-l,-(i-,,(H2)dSi-,(E(HS),K(H;?)). 
The relationships between x(25,), x(H,) and X(G) are as follows: 
(1) xW,)=X(H,)=X(G); 
(2) xWI)=X(G)+ 1, xWX)=X(G); 
(3) x(HI)=x(G), #,)=X(G)+ 1. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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For all these cases, we have K(H,)bK(G)=k, K(H,)<K(G)-l=k-1. By 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, 
Si(a(H’,), K(Hr))<Si(m- L,k) (15) 
_ 
and 
Si-l(E(Hi), K(H2))GSi 
Therefore, by Proposition 2.1, 
(16) 
C._i(G)~Si(m-l,k)+Si_,(m-~~}, k-l)=Si(m,k). (17) 
(2) By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8, the condition is obviously sufficient; we only need to 
show that it is also necessary. 
By Theorem 3.5, m >/ k. When m = k, G r G,(m, m), so the theorem holds. 
Suppose that the theorem is true for any graph H satisfying s(H’) <m and m > k + 1. 
If there exists i, 2fi< k, such that C,-i(G)=Si(m, k) then, by (12))(17) we have 
C,_i(Hr)=Si(m-1, K(H,))=Si(m-1, k) (18) 
and 
Cn-i(H2)'Si-l(&(HC,), K(HZ))=Si-l (m-i T}, k-l). (19) 
We claim that K(Hl)=k. Otherwise, if K(H,)<k, then m-l>k>K(HI)+l and 
2<i<k; by Proposition 2.3, Si(m- 1, K(H,))<Si(m- 1, k). This contradicts (18). By 
induction, HI z G,(m - 1, k). 
We claim that ~(H;)=rn-{m/k}. Otherwise, since ~(H;)<rnm-(m/k}, 
c(H”,)<m-(m/k). By Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, as i-121, m-(m/k}>k-1 and 
K(H,)<k-1, 
Si_,(E(HC2),K(HZ))~Si_1(E(HC2), k-l)<Si-1 m- i , k-1 
( i”i > 
This contradicts (19). Therefore, 
H,rG,(m-l,k) and &(H”,)=m- 2 . 
i) 
By Theorem 3.6, GE Gn(m, k). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (conclusion). Let a(G)=CF=oai$-’ be the o-polynomial of G. Note 
that k = K(G), a, = E(G~) and C,_,(G) = ai, i =O, . . . , k. The theorem then follows. U 
Corollary 3.10. Let a(G) =Cf=, UiOk-i be the o-polynomial of G, and Jet v(G) = n. Then 
i=O, ..,, k, 
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and the equality holds for some i, 2 < i < k, if and only if kl al and GE G,(aI, k), where 
klal means that k divides a,. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.5, we have 
aidSi(al,k)~S*(a,,k)= $ $ , 
O( >i 
O,<i<k, 
and the equality holds for some i, 26i<k, if and only if k/a, and GrG,(a,,k). 0 
Corollary 3.11. Let a(G)=C:=oaiak-i be the o-polynomial of G, and let v(G) = n. Then 
4 6 
and the equality holds for some i, 2 <i Q k, tf and only if aI = k and G r G,(a,, a, ), 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, 3.1 and Proposition 3.3, as k =K(G),<aI =e(GC), 
Also by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3, the equality holds for some i, 2 < i ,< k, if and 
only if aI=k and G~GG,(a,,aI). 0 
Corollary 3.11 improves Theorem 1.2. 
Let P(G, 2) be the chromatic polynomial of graph G; if P(G,A)=P(H,A) implies 
GEH, then G is called a chromatically unique graph and P(G, ,I) a chromatically 
unique polynomial. 
Theorem 3.12. G,(m, k) is a chromatically unique graph and CF_, Si(m, k)(1)“-i (m 3 k 
and n > m + k) is a chromatically unique polynomial. 
Proof. Follows as a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.8. 0 
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